SSC Meeting September 12, 2017
In attendance:
Tracey Kelp, Amanda Bloch, Reka Lal, Donald Bertolo, Kristin Nelson, Karen Loeser, Joe Hayes, Hilary
Bunlert, Mora Tulian, Lina Andersen
Amanda Bloch: Minutes to approve? None.
AB: Election of members/officers.
Donald Bertolo: First, discuss SSC’s mandate: serve Title I students. That’s federal money for children
struggling with exceptionalities, including special education (SPED), foster youth, kids who have
experienced trauma, anything that would make a kid feel left out of the general population of students.
Not a lot of money – last year it was about $24k, and will probably be similar this year.
Last year, we agreed to use the money to buy an extra day of our school psychologist. This year, we will
try to evaluate that decision.
We also review and amend our Site Plan for Student Achievement (SPSA).
Amanda Bloch: Typically, we elect voting members and substitutes to fill in as necessary. But all can
attend, participate. <See handout: Articles I-VII>
Donald Bertolo: We have to establish a membership by electing members, who must include:
3 Teachers: Karen Loeser, Tontra Love, Lisa Rasler – only one of whom is here today.
1 additional staff: Reka Lal
5 parents/community members…
Amanda Bloch: Staff will be able to participate as noted. Can we get some volunteers to self-nominate
to fill the parent/community member roles?
Tracey, Kristin, Lina, Hilary, Amanda
Joe as an alternate and secretary
Amanda Bloch: All in favor of approving this membership?
Membership approved unanimously.
Officership:
Chair or co-chair:
Kristin and Amanda willing to continue to serve as co-chairs, but also willing to step aside to allow new
blood.
Hilary: Motion to nominate Kristin and Amanda as co-chairs.
Lina: seconded
Approved: Kristin and Amanda are co-chairs.
Hilary: Motion to nominate Joe as secretary.
Tracey: Seconded.
Approved: Joe as secretary.
By-laws: <See handout: Articles I – VII that constitute the by-laws> We took some time to review the
document. There were no questions, so we proceeded to accept the by-laws as stated, thereby
establishing our SSC for the 2017-18 school year.

Kristin: move to approve the by-laws and establish our SSC for the 2017-18 school year.
Hilary: Seconded.
Appreciations:
Amanda Bloch: All the new people, for coming to the SSC meeting.
Donald Bertolo: We have kids with needs specified in the Title I guidelines, so I really appreciate parents
dedicating themselves to providing those needs.
Kristin Nelson: The PBIS posters (provided pro-bono by Emily Songster and Mitch Tobias) are beautiful
and effective.
Reka Lal: Joe
Amand Bloch: We’re adjourning. It’s 5:33.
Next SSC meeting: October 10th, 2017 5:00-6:00pm in the library

